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Productivity puzzle vs digital economy
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Productivity puzzle vs digital economy
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What is the digital economy?
How is it different to the non-digital economy?

(need to think hard but this will be key to measurement) 
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What is the digital economy – and what not?

“we design and test engines digitally, service 
them remotely and manage them through 
their digital twin”, and: “Rolls-Royce will be 
set to receive more than 70 trillion data points 
from its in-service fleet each year”

- Rolls-Royce (website)

Ride-hailing, digital maps, music
streaming, social networks, video
streaming, online shopping, etc.

Would not exist without the internet. 

“As a pioneer of  the Sleep Economy, we bring 
the benefits of  cutting-edge technology, data, 
and insights directly to consumers.”

- Casper (SEC S-1, Jan 2020)
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What is the digital economy – and what not?

• Digital sector as “ICT goods and services, online platforms and 
sharing economy” versus digital economy as “digitalised modern 
economy” (IMF, 2018)
• Focus today on the latter. Broadly think of  it as ‘anything enabled by 

computers, internet or data’

• What is not leaving a digital footprint? ‘Smart’ phones and 
watches literally track our steps. Sleep. Data is everywhere.

• Data → information → knowledge. Digital economy = 
knowledge economy. 

• It’s all about intangible inputs and content. Costs of  physical 
products largely fixed. iPhone worthless without apps. 

Don Tapscott (1995)
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How ‘digital’ is our economy?
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• Data usage per person growing rapidly

• We are online for 5:46h/day (2:34h on our  
smartphones).

• 74% of  us* use email every week, half  
regularly use internet for instant messaging, 
banking and shopping (Ofcom).

• Businesses in UK spent than £7 billion on 
cloud computing in 2019.

* internet population, which is around 87% of  population



Challenge 1: Few large players hold data

• Example: Google/Alphabet
• Google Search market share of  87% in UK (similar globally)

• Google Chrome market share of  50% in UK (70% globally)

• Google Maps market share of  63% globally (1 billion users/mo)

• Also largest global player with Android (76%), YouTube (73%, Gmail (26%), 
Translate (72%)

• Example: Amazon Web Services
• IaaS market share of  50% globally

Opportunity: Getting data from few players can be very insightful
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Challenge 2: Global reach via digital trade

• Example: Uber
• Flow of  money

• Flow of  service

• Flow of  data (two-way)

• Business model entirely enabled by ability 
to aggregate and analyse data (also across 
borders). 

• Data becoming key intermediate input 
and database with location of  drivers and 
riders is key intangible asset (two-sided 
market).
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Source: Fortanier & Lopez Gonzalez (2017)



Challenge 2: Global reach via digital trade

• Why is this different to ‘traditional’ multinational enterprises? 

• Digital multinationals hold relatively little assets outside home market, relative to their 
sales (Coyle & Nguyen, 2019). 

• Massive scaling by leveraging cloud computing with little employees or tangible 
assets, e.g. Netflix, Spotify, Uber, Airbnb. 
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Challenge 2: Global reach via digital trade
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What can be done? 

• Need to get behind measurement of  
cross-border data flows 
• Reached 704 TB/second in 2017

• Need to understand to what degree 
data, goods and services are 
complements or substitutes + How 
this differs across sectors. 
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Challenge 3: Massive choice and mass customisation
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• Amazon’s business model disruption was offering “infinite shelf  space” 
and using data analytics to predict what will be in demand where
• This is just maximising quantity of  products offered, while customers make 

choices based on their preferences. 

• In theory we have information on who chooses which product (as well as second 
best). We also know how this changes as new products enter or prices change. 

• Costs for customising a product or service are very low. 
• Example: cloud computing services offer countless combinations.

• Example: social networks differ across individuals though software is virtually the 
same (some use news function, some messaging, some groups, etc). 



Challenge 4: The trend to rent and bundle
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• Many business models are changing as “everything” is becoming a 
service. In addition, products and services are often bundled. 
• Buying a car is lumpy versus renting on hourly/daily/monthly basis. 

• Average cost of  streaming service buy max. one movie or album/ month 
(Spotify, Netflix, Amazon Prime and Video). 

• Rolls-Royce turbines and Intelligent Engine service. 

• Measuring quality/quantity and changes in quality of  services becoming 
more important. 

• Opportunity: Theoretically we know who is consuming exactly how 
much of  what. Or someone does. 



Challenge 5: Paying with data
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• We pay with /sell data points about us and our preferences. 

• To some degree always happened that but now we spent large part of  
our day online. 

• Contingent valuation is providing new insights, though this research 
stream is at the beginning (see Brynjolfsson, Collis, Diewert, Eggers, Fox 
- BCDEF). 

• We have an ongoing project where we aim to reproduce and expand on 
their results (jointly with Diane Coyle and Joel Rogers de Waal at 
YouGov). Not focus today. 



Challenge 6: Inappropriate methods

• What if  we get access to large amounts of  data points, possibly in real-
time? Are current methods to measure price changes, quality changes, 
GDP, productivity, balance of  payments, etc. still appropriate? 

• Example: Incorporating scanner data into CPI (more efficient, faster).

• But: Diewert – Fox – Ivancic show that chained indices as recommended by the 
ILO CPI Manual exhibit downward chain drift bias. 

• They propose a solution based on multilateral index number theory. 

• Similar issues will certainly arise in the digital economy as customisation 
and churn of  products is high (due to low costs of  doing so). 
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Some ongoing projects at ESCoE and beyond.
(Please share if  you are aware of  other initiatives)
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We need to talk about data – and its value

Data as digitised information has unique features as it can be: 

• Used over and over by many simultaneously, without being used up. 

• Duplicated perfectly and infinitely at (close to) zero marginal costs. 

• Transferred globally within milliseconds (increasingly M2M). 
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Thought experiment: Try to disseminate information globally using only paper.

Start with daily news. Now compare to real-time IoT sensors in airplane turbines.

We will not get around thinking about value of  data.



“Measuring the Economic Value of  Data and 
Cross-Border Data Flows” 
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• Joint work with Marta Paczos

• Develop data taxonomy and framework 
to measure value of  types of  data across 
sectors and business models (income 
approach)
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Project on shadow value of  time

• Joint project with Diane Coyle and Leonard 
Nakamura

• Considering we spend hours online we need to 
ask: “Who owns our time online?” and “How do 
we value our time?” 

• Netflix CEO once said that he is not competing 
with Amazon but with SLEEP

• Use economic theory, plus empirics from 
Google Surveys and online platform data
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Ofcom, Online Nation 2019 Report



Others

• OECD Going Digital
• Digital SUTs

• MIT Digital Initiative
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Conclusion

The digital economy is the economy. Measurement challenges are plenty:

1. Few large players hold data

2. Global reach via digital trade

3. Massive choice and mass customisation

4. The trend to rent and bundle

5. Paying with data

Research is underway but we are chasing a moving target. 
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Thank you for listening

Questions?

Get in touch:
d.nguyen@niesr.ac.uk

High street fight back seen in California
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